Questions & Answers: Secured Transactions
This study guide uses nearly 200 multiple-choice and short-answer questions to test your knowledge of Article 9 and its occasional intersection with other sources of law such as the Federal Tax Lien Act and the Bankruptcy Code. Each multiple-choice question is accompanied by a detailed answer that indicates which of four options is the best answer and explains why that option is better than the other three options. Each short-answer question (designed to be answered in no more than fifteen minutes) is followed by a thoughtful, yet brief, model answer. Q & A: Secured Transactions, Second Edition also includes a comprehensive topical index. These materials are based on the uniform version of Revised Article 9.
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**Customer Reviews**

As is common with these types of study aids, this wasn’t exactly what I needed for my class, but it was helpful nonetheless. The questions are well-written and the answers are clearly explained. The questions seem to focus on core concepts that all classes would discuss to some degree, so I thought it was a good value. A few more internal hyperlinks in the kindle edition would be helpful, but bookmarks are a good enough substitute for that.

Good study guide but surely when this book is put into digital format a hyperlink can be placed on the question number leading the user straight to the answer. This would allow the user to go from the question they are working on straight to the answer, without having to go to the table of contents and weed through a number of answers before you make it to your destination. This simple solution
would make the book a 5 star product.

This is absolutely the best supplement for Secured Transactions/Commercial Law/Commercial Paper. This is very helpful in learning commercial law, the examples are easy to understand and retain in order to answer exam questions.

A 1rst grader could match up numbers better than the editor of this book. There are questions missing. There are answers missing. And never mind that you continue to number each group of questions and answers despite the fact that they don’t match up. You couldn’t even jump up to a new made up number and pretend the numbers all match when starting an entirely new section, and the fact that you don’t even do that is totally brainless. What is worse than picking up the book your prof suggests you study for the final exam and attempting to figure out which questions go with which answers? Hmmm... Maybe getting water boarded. That’s worse. Not graduating from law school and having to retake Secured transactions because you were trying to edit this da** book and match up randomly numbered questions to the randomly numbered answers. That would be worse. How hard would it be for you to get your stuff straight Lexis? You bank more than most companies on the planet and I’m sure you can find **someone** who can sequentially number questions and the matching answers. Get it together.

A great book that was very helpful in preparing for my Secured Transactions exam. Straightforward and effective at bringing what could otherwise be deemed "rocket science" back down to earth.

Used this 48 hours before the final exam- made me realize which type of concepts I didn’t understand, and provided me with an opportunity to learn it before my final exam.
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